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Serious digital cameras give you creative control over your images. 
However, the best cameras, such as the Fujifilm X100T, give you more 
control and more settings you can change. Because of the number of 

controls it offers, your camera may initially seem complicated, but that’s not 
at all the case. All you have to do to get good pictures is to follow the steps 
in Topic 1–2. When capturing or sharing images you can use the camera’s 
integrated Wi-Fi to display them on an tablet or smartphone or post them on 
a web site.  

In this chapter we discuss just about everything you need to know to take 
good pictures. We start by exploring how you use the camera set to its fully 
automatic mode and then see how you use buttons, dials, and menus to 
change settings and manage your images. Finally we’ll take a close-up look at 
how your camera captures digital images made up of small pixels, and what 
determines the size and quality of your photos. The foundation you lay by 
mastering this chapter will make it easy for you to use all of the concepts and 
procedures discussed in the chapters that follow. 

Chapter 1 
Getting Started With Your Fujifilm X100T
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Topic 1–1. The FujiFilm X100T—An overview

If there is a camera to wax lyrical about it’s the hugely successful Leica that 
was the camera of choice for generations of photojournalists, fine art and 
other photographers. Leica has faltered in the digital era and the baton has 
been passed to Fujifilm and their retro-designed X series of premium com-
pact cameras—especially the latest incarnation in the X100T. 

The X100T is an easy-to-carry compact camera with a fast 23mm F2 fixed 
lens—equivalent to a 35mm lens on a full-frame camera. It is packaged 
in a highly durable die-cast magnesium body. It captures your images 
with a 16 megapixel CMOS image sensor that along with its EXR software 
captures sharp and almost noise-free images at ISO 6400. The camera can 
be customized using 7 function buttons and 7 setting banks. Here are some 
things you should know about the camera.

• The Hybrid Viewfinder with Electronic Rangefinder allows focusing as if 
using a mechanical rangefinder. There are also a number of manual focusing 
aides to wean you away from autofocusing on every scene. They include 
Focus Peak Highlight, Digital Split Image, and a magnified focus area. The 
camera also uses parallax correction for more accurate image composition 
when taking close-ups. 

• The 3” LCD monitor has 1.04 megapixels and both it and the electronic 
viewfinder display scenes with the same brightness the captured image will 
have. This is extremely helpful in dim or even dark scenes. 

• A silent electronic shutter can be set up to 1/32000 second so it’s 
possible to freeze fast motion and use large apertures in bright sun. This 
makes it possible to capture photos with a shallow depth of field on snowy 
fields or bright beaches. The shutter’s silence also makes it useful when 
photographing weddings or other public events where being obvious is 
something you don’t want to be. 

• The camera can capture RAW images that provide the ultimate in 
image quality.

• The camera captures full HD (1080p) video at 60, 50, 30, 25 and 24 
frames per second and you can use either the viewfinder or LCD monitor to 
compose the scene while shooting. Movies can be captured with stereo sound 
and the camera let’s you use slow motion playback and in-camera editing that 
deletes unwanted frames from the beginning or end of a movie.

• The aspect ratio can be set to the same as a classic 35mm camera (3:2), 
the format used by medium format cameras and Instagram (1:1) or the one 
used by HDTV (16:9).

• Wi-Fi is integrated into the camera, so you can use the free Fujifilm 
Camera Remote app to make your smartphone or tablet as a wireless remote 
control. Pictures and videos on the camera can be browsed, selected, shared 
and imported using your phone or tablet without the hassle of inputting an 
ID or password. It is also possible to add location information acquired by 
the smartphone or other device to the image.

• Intelligent Face Detection can be turned on so the camera automatically 
detects and sets focus and exposure for a face anywhere in the frame.

The X100T comes in 
silver or black. 

tIPs
• If any of the com-
mands in this book 
don’t work as de-
scribed, it may be 
because you have 
changed a setting that 
causes a conflict. Re-
set the camera to its 
default settings and 
try again.

• to learn more about 
the camera’s image 
sensor search the 
Internet for APs-C 
X-trans CMos II.

• the X100t box 
contains a silver or 
black camera, a lens 
cap, a BC-65n battery 
charger, an n-95 re-
chargeable battery, a 
UsB cable, a shoulder 
strap, two metal strap 
clips and a clip attach-
ing tool. there is also 
a owners manual in 
english and spanish 
and product registra-
tion information.
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topic 1–2. jump start—taking photos in program mode

Topic 1–2. jump STArT—TAking phoToS in progrAm mode

The camera’s Program shooting mode can evaluate a scene and automatically 
select the best settings to capture it. This mode is great when you want to 
concentrate on the subject and not on the camera.

Step 1. Getting ready. Insert a formatted memory card and a fully charged 
battery in the camera then remove the lens cap.

Step 2. Turn on the camera by pressing the ON/OFF switch circling the 
shutter button.

Step 3. Select the shooting mode by turning the aperture ring on the 
lens and the shutter speed dial to the red A (auto). 

 Step 4. Frame the image using the monitor or viewfinder. To switch be-
tween them press the VIEW MODE button on the back of the camera.

Step 5. Autoexposure automatically measures the light and sets both the 
shutter and aperture for a good exposure. The camera displays the scene on 
the monitor and in the viewfinder with the same brightness it will have when 
captured. 

Step 6. Focus. Set the focus mode selector switch on the left side of the 
camera to AF-S (Autofocus–single) Place the area of the scene you want 
sharpest in the center of the screen covered by the small square—called the 
focus frame. Press the shutter button halfway down to set focus and the cam-
era beeps and the small square turns green to indicate focus is locked. With-
out releasing the shutter button recompose the scene the way you want it.

Step 7. Take the picture. Press the shutter button all the way down to take 
a picture and the shutter sounds and the indicator on the back of the camera 
flashes orange and green as the image is saved to the memory card.

Step 8. Autoflash. In dim light, or when a subject is backlit, the flash fires 
when you take the picture. If the image is too dark be sure you are close 
enough. The flash range at ISO 1600 is about 1.6 to 29.5 feet. (50 cm–9 m).

Step 9. Playback the picture. Press the playback button to display the 
photo you just took. If the results are not what you expected, press the shut-
ter button halfway down to return to shooting mode and try again.

The aperture ring on the 
lens.

The shutter speed dial.

In its default mode 
the camera focuses on 
whatever part of the 
scene is covered by 
the small white square 
in the center of the 
screen. The screen 
turns green and the 
camera beeps when you 
press the shutter button 
halfway down and the 
camera achieves focus. 
If it is having problems 
focusing there are ways 
to tell (Topic 3–7).

The focus mode 
selector.

tIPs
• to use face detec-
tion you have to first 
turn it on—it is oFF 
by default. to do so 
display the shooting 
1 menu tab, select 
AUtoFoCUs settInG 
then FACe DeteC-
tIon and set it to on.
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Topic 1–3. good ThingS To know

When you first start taking photos, it sometimes seems as if there is too much 
to learn. Here are some things you may want to know to get you started.

• The first time you use the camera, enter the date and time. This infor-
mation is important in image management.

• To check the camera’s firmware version hold down the DISP/BACK 
button as you turn on the camera. To see what version is currently available, 
or to install it, see http://www.fujifilm.com/support/digital_cameras/soft-
ware/firmware/x/x100t/.

• Hey mister, your lens cap is on! Yes, when using the optical viewfinder 
you can’t tell by looking through it that the lens cap is on. 

• You can tell how many times the shutter has been used by selecting 
SHUTTER COUNT on the Set-up 2 menu tab.

• To charge a battery use the included battery charger which will fully 
charge a dead battery in about 3 hours. In cold weather, the battery discharg-
es more rapidly so you’ll capture fewer photos and have less playback time. 
To be cautious you should carry a fully charged spare battery in all weather.

• To insert a battery or memory card, open the battery chamber cover 
on the bottom of the camera. When finished, close the cover and slide it until 
it clicks into place.

• To insert a battery (NP-95), hold it terminals down with its front label 
toward the front of the camera. Use it to push aside the orange battery lock 
and press it down until it locks. (The battery can go in four ways but only 
works in one—align the three contacts on the battery so they will connect 
with the three at the bottom of the battery compartment). To remove the 
battery, press the orange battery lock aside so the battery pops up. Remove 
the battery when not using the camera for extended periods. There is a 
slight but continuous drain even when the camera is turned off.

• To insert a memory card, orient it so its front label faces the front of 
the camera and press it, terminals down, into the slot next to the battery` 
until it clicks into place. To remove the card, press and release it so it pops 
up so you can grip it and pull it out. To format a new card, select FOR-
MAT on the Set-up 3 menu tab. The camera accepts SD, SDHC and SDXC 
(UHS-I) memory cards and has approximately 55 Megabytes of internal 
memory. 

• The indicator lamp on the back of the camera indicates the camera’s 
status as follows:

Color Meaning

Glows green Focus locked.

Blinks green Blur, focus or exposure warning. Pictures can be taken.

Blinks green and orange Recording pictures. Pictures can still be taken.

Glows orange Recording pictures. no additional pictures can be 
taken at this time

Blinks orange Flash charging; flash will not fire when picture is 
taken.

Blinks red Lens or memory error.

The camera uses Secure 
Digital (SD) cards to 
store images. The white 
switch on the left, 
when slid down, write-
protects your image 
files. 

tIPs
• Information on at-
taching the shoulder 
strap, charging and 
inserting batteries, 
and choosing and 
using memory cards 
are covered in the 
first few pages of 
the printed Owner’s 
Manual that accompa-
nies your camera.

• You can make the 
camera silent using 
the sILent MoDe 
setting on the set-up 
1 menu tab.

• the camera has 
to be awake before 
buttons such as Q, 
Playback, VIeW MoDe 
or DRIVe will work. 
Press the shutter but-
ton down and release 
it to wake up the 
camera.
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topic 1–3. good things to know

• Use the optical viewfinder to take images because the electronic view-
finder and LCD monitor consume more power.

• The diopter adjustment dial to the left of the viewfinder adjusts the 
viewfinder image so you may not need glasses when taking pictures. 

• If you can’t see the scene or settings displayed in the viewfinder or 
LCD monitor press the VIEW MODE or DISP/BACK buttons until you can.

• To switch between the optical and electronic viewfinder press the 
View mode selector lever on the front of the camera to your right.

• If you have trouble autofocusing, you can move the AF Frame, use 
focus lock or use manual focus.

• As you take photos, they are first stored in the camera’s internal memory 
(a buffer) and then moved to the memory card. You can take pictures one 
after another until the buffer is full.

• The camera’s sounds can be turned off, by turning SILENT MODE on 
the Set-up 2 menu tab to ON.

• The shutter button has two stages. When you press it halfway down, 
the camera sets exposure and focus and displays the selected aperture and 
shutter speed on the screen.

• The camera’s autorotate sensor senses when you turn the camera 
vertically so images shot in that position (portrait mode) are rotated during 
playback so they can be viewed without rotating the camera or everyone tilt-
ing their head when viewing them on a connected TV. 

• The POWER MANAGEMENT settings on the Set-up 2 menu tab are 
set to turn the camera off after 2 minutes of inactivity but you can set this to 
5 minutes or turn it off so the camera stays on until you turn it off manually 
with the ON/OFF switch. You can also turn on or off OVF POWER SAVE 
MODE and HIGH PERFORMANCE. 

• OVF POWER SAVE MODE, when ON reduces power consumption ex-
cept when you use the electronic viewfinder or electronic range finder. The 
slowest shutter speed available when this is ON is ¼ second. 

• HIGH PERFORMANCE, when ON, allows the camera to wake up from 
sleep mode faster so you don’t miss a shot.

• To wake the camera up when power save is in effect, press the shutter 
button halfway down and then release it.

• Pressing the Playback button turns playback mode on and off. When on 
you can scroll through and manage the images you have captured. To return 
to shooting mode press the shutter button halfway down.

• A battery icon indicates when the battery should be recharged or re-
placed.

• To avoid missing action shots, compose the image and press the shut-
ter button halfway down to focus the camera. Continue to hold it down as the 
action unfolds and press it all the way down to take the photo instantly. Set-
ting the focus mode selector to AF-C (continuous) will track a moving subject 
and keep it in focus (Topic 3–7).

• If the camera can’t focus you may be too close.

• If flash photos are too dark, you are probably too far from the subject. 
The built-in flash has a range at ISO 1600 of approximately 1.6–29.5 feet (50 

Pressing the shutter 
button halfway down 
locks exposure and 
pressing it all the way 
down takes the picture.

A battery icon on the 
monitor indicates the 
status of the battery’s 
charge. When it blinks, 
it’s time to recharge. 
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cm– 9 m ) To illuminate subjects farther away you need an external fl ash or a 
higher ISO setting.

• If fl ash photos are too light, you may want to use fl ash compensation or 
use the built-in neutral density fi lter.

• If your pictures are blurred, the shutter speed may be too low or you 
may not be holding the camera steady as you smoothly press the shutter but-
ton. Most blurry photos are caused by jabbing the shutter button. If the same 
area is blurred in a number of images, there may be a fi ngerprint on the lens 
that needs cleaning.

• If your exposures are not perfect, you can use a live histogram to make 
sure they are.

• If your pictures are not the way you expect, or the camera doesn’t 
work as described in this book, it may be because the camera memorized a 
change you made to a setting and continues to use that setting even when you 
turn the camera off and back on. You can restore many settings to their fac-
tory defaults using the RESET command on the Set-up 1 menu tab.

• To attach fi lters or lens accessories you need an adapter ring (AR-X100) 
or the lens hood kit (LF-X100). This adapter accepts accessories that have 
49mm threads. 

• To prevent accidentally pressing points on the selector or the Q button 
settings you can hold down the MENU/OK button to lock and unlock them.

• The camera captures images in the high quality RAW format—
they have an RAF extension in the fi lename. You can use the RAW CONVER-
SION setting on the playback menu to convert these images to the more com-
mon JPEG format or capture a RAW and JPEG version of each image you 
take. There are also photo-editing programs you can use to edit RAW images 
and generate JPEG copies.

•With the FUJIFILM Camera Remote app, you can focus and trigger 
the camera release from your smartphone or tablet without introducing blur 
from camera shake. You can also control settings such as shutter speed, aper-
ture, exposure compensation, ISO sensitivity, fi lm simulation, self-timer, and 
fl ash while “Touch AF” lets you focus from your phone or tablet, too. 

steP DeVICe DesCRIPtIon
1. Camera Press the WIRELESS COMMUNICATION but-

ton
2. Phone Select the camera network in Wi-Fi settings
3. Phone Launch the FUJIFILM Camera Remote app
4. Phone Tap “Remote Control”
5. Phone Tap “Connect”
6. Camera After checking the name of device to which the 

camera is connected, press OK
7. Camera To turn off WiFi press the DISP/BACK button

• Not all settings are available in all modes. Click this link to download 
Fuji’s Restrictions on Camera Settings PDF—http://fujifi lm-dsc.com/en/
manual/x30/appendix/restrictions/x30_restrictions_en.pdf

The optional adapter 
ring and lens hood.

The Camera Remote 
app.

Fujifi lm makes two 
lenses that change the 
lens focal length—the 
TCL-X100 is a 1.4x 
50mm Equivalent lens 
and the WCL-X100 is a 
0.8x 28mm Equivalent 
lens.
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topic 1–4. using the monitor and viewFinder

Topic 1–4. uSing The moniTor And viewFinder

The camera’s LCD monitor and hybrid viewfinder can both be used to com-
pose and playback images and display menus and settings. For this reason we 
sometimes just refer to “the screen” instead of spelling out both of them by 
name). The viewfinder has a number of advantages. For one thing, you can 
compose images even in bright sunlight when a monitor turns into a mirror. 
You can also use the diopter adjustment dial to bring the image into focus so 
you may not have to wear reading glasses when taking pictures. Finally, the 
optical viewfinder doesn’t drain the battery as the LCD and electronic view-
finder do. 

CHAnGInG tHe VIeWFInDeR/LCD DIsPLAY
Control Setting ChoiCeS

1. VIeW MoDe button specifies if you 
view the scene on the LCD monitor or in 
the viewfinder.

Viewfinder only
LCD only
LCD with eye sensor
Viewfinder with eye sensor

2. Viewfinder selection lever switches 
you between the electronic and optical 
viewfinders.

optical viewfinder (oVF)
electronic viewfinder (eVF)
electronic range finder

3. DIsP/BACK button specifies what 
information is displayed on the screen.

standard (with histogram)
Information (off)
Information display with LCD only

1. view mode—viewFinder or lcd moniTor

The VIEW MODE button on the back of the camera selects the LCD moni-
tor or viewfinder. You can select either with or without the eye sensor When 
selected it turns on the viewfinder when it senses you bringing the camera 
to your eye—and can be set to turn off the monitor at the same time. When 
you remove your eye from the viewfinder it turns it off and turns the monitor 
back on. 

2. viewFinder SelecTion—opTicAl or elecTronic viewFinder

The Viewfinder selector lever on the front of the camera, when pressed to the 
right, toggles the viewfinder between the optical (OVF) and electronic (EVF) 
viewfinder.

• The OVF (optical viewfinder) lets you see the scene as if looking 
through a pane of clear glass. 

A large white frame shows the area of the scene that will be captured in the 
image. There is room all around this frame so you can see what falls just out-
side the image area so you can adjust your composition accordingly. 

Because the optical viewfinder window is offset from the lens you and the 
camera may not see the same view of the scene, especially when close to the 
subject. This effect, called parallax, is corrected in the X100T. When you 
focus close-up  a correction icon is displayed and the large white frame in the 
optical viewfinder shifts so what you see is closer to what you get when you 
take the picture. (You must be using the optical viewfinder and CORRECTED 
AF FRAME must be set to ON in the Shooting 1 men’s tab AUTOFOCUS SET-
TING section—the default is OFF).

• The EVF (Electronic Viewfinder) and LCD monitor show the scene 
through the lens, after it has been processed by the camera’s software. For 

Tips
• When possible, use 
the optical viewfinder 
to conserve battery 
power.

• You can use your 
smart phone or tablet 
as a monitor if you 
download and install 
Fujifilm’s camera 
remote app.

• the brightness and 
clarity of the eVF and 
LCD monitor can be 
adjusted using the 
sCReen set-UP op-
tions on the set-up 2 
menu tab.

• to make the LCD 
monitor more read-
able in bright sun hold 
down the VIeW MoDe 
button to brighten the 
screen. Hold it down 
again when ready 
to leave this mode. 
When on images on 
the screen will look 
overexposed in some 
light.

• throughout this 
book when we say 
things are displayed 
on the screen, we as-
sume the viewfinder 
or monitor is display-
ing information.

• the electronic view-
finder and LCD moni-
tor show the scene 
through the lens after 
it has been processed 
by the camera’s soft-
ware. For this reason 
you can preview im-
age brightness depth 
of field, exposure, 
and white balance.

Tips
• oVF refers to the 
optical viewfinder.

• eVF refers to the 
electronic viewfinder.

• eRF refers to the 
electronic rangefinder.
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this reason, you can preview image brightness, depth of field, exposure and 
white balance.

3. diSp/BAck—inFormATion diSplAy

The DISP BACK button scrolls through information shown on the screen and 
you can customize the display.

CUstoMIZInG tHe stAnDARD DIsPLAY
1. Display the Shooting 3 menu tab and select DISP. CUSTOM SETTING.

2. Highlight OVF or EVF/LCD and press OK to display a list of settings.

3. Highlight any item listed in the table below and press OK to select or 
deselect it. Selected items are indicated by a check mark.

4. Press DISP/BACK to exit when settings are complete.

stAnDARD DIsPLAY settInGs
FRAMInG GUIDeLIne
eLeCtRonIC LeVeL
AF DIstAnCe InDICAtoR
MF DIstAnCe InDICAtoR
HIstoGRAM
APeRtURe/s-sPeeD/Iso
eXP. CoMPensAtIon
PHotoMetRY

FLAsH
WHIte BALAnCe
FILM sIMULAtIon
DYnAMIC RAnGe 
FRAMes ReMAInInG
IMAGe sIZe/QUALItY
MoVIe MoDe & ReC. tIMe 
BAtteRY LeVeL

Screen SeT-up

The SCREEN SET-UP choice on the Set-up 2 menu tab let’s you change a 
number of screen related settings including those in the following  table:

tHe sCReen set-UP MenU
IMAGe DIsP. specifies how long an image is displayed im-

mediately after capture.

eVF AUtoRotAte DIsPLAYs When on indicators in the viewfinder rotate to 
match the camera’s orientation.

PReVIeW eXP. In MAnUAL MoDe When on you can preview exposure in manual 
shooting mode. set to oFF when using a flash.

MonItoR sUnLIGHt MoDe Brightens the LCD monitor in bright light.

eVF BRIGHtness Control electronic viewfinder brightness.

eVF CoLoR Adjusts the electronic viewfinder’s hue.

LCD BRIGHtness Controls LCD monitor brightness.

LCD CoLoR Adjusts the monitor’s hue.

PReVIeW PIC. eFFeCt When on you see the effects that settings 
have on image. 

FRAMInG GUIDeLIne specifies framing grid in shooting mode.

AUtoRotAte PB When on images shot in portrait mode are 
displayed that way in playback.

FoCUs sCALe UnIts specifies units used for the focus distance 
indicator.

 

Tips
• to have viewfinder 
information automati-
cally rotate to match 
the orientation of the 
camera select the 
set-up 2 menu tab, 
then select sCReen 
set-UP, eVF AUtoRo-
tAte DIsPLAYs and 
on. the display in the 
LCD monitor is unaf-
fected.

• the electronic view-
finder is so good you 
sometimes can’t tell 
if you are using it or 
the optical viewfinder. 
You are using optical 
if you can see a small 
part of the lens in the 
lower right corner or 
the image is always 
in focus and may not 
be as bright as the 
electronic image.

Tips
• When the opti-
cal viewfinder is 
displayed you can 
change settings but 
can’t see the settings 
themselves.

• If you turn on eLeC-
tRonIC LeVeL the 
camera is level when 
the two lines overlap. 
the virtual horizon 
may not be displayed 
if the camera lens is 
pointed up or down.
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topic 1–5. using dials and Buttons

Topic 1–5. uSing diAlS And BuTTonS

To operate the camera, you perform the most commonly used procedures 
with buttons, dials and levers. As you change settings, icons and other 
choices are often displayed in the viewfinder or on the monitor. If they aren’t 
displayed as you like, press the VIEW MODE button on the back of the cam-
era to cycle through the available setting displays.

Top oF The cAmerA

1. Shutter speed dial sets the shutter speed and the ability to freeze or blur 
motion. It also can be set to T for a time exposure or B for bulb when you 
want long time-exposures. Used in conjunction with the aperture ring on the 
lens you can set the camera to four shooting modes—program (P), shutter-
priority (S),  aperture-priority (A) , and manual (M).

2. Exposure compensation dial lightens or darkens images in auto 
shooting modes.

3. Shutter button locks focus and exposure when pressed halfway down 
and takes a picture when pressed all the way. Also pressing it halfway down 
wakes up the camera when it has gone to sleep to preserve battery power.

When you press the shutter button halfway down and focus is achieved the 
camera beeps twice and the focus area glows green. Focus and exposure will 
remain locked as long as you continue to hold the shutter button halfway 
down. If the camera is unable to focus, the focus frame turns red and a red 
!AF is displayed. Release the button and try again.

4. ON/OFF switch turns the camera on and off.

5. Fn button is a function button to which you can assign specific com-
mands. By default it is set so pressing it starts and stops recording movies.

Tips
• Hold down the 
MenU button to lock 
or unlock the selector 
and Q button so you 
don’t inadvertently 
change settings. 

• the camera has 
to be awake before 
buttons such as Q, 
Playback, VIeW MoDe 
or DRIVe will work. 
Press the shutter but-
ton down and release 
it to wake up the 
camera.
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BAck oF cAmerA

6. DRIVE button let’s you select still image or continuous shooting and 
also bracket AE, ISO, film simulation, white balance, and dynamic range. 
You can also set it to capture multiple exposures and motion panoramas.

7. VIEW MODE button specifies if the scene, information and menus 
are displayed in the viewfinder or on the LCD monitor. Holding this button 
down will toggle between brightening the screen and then returning it to 
normal brightness.

8. Playback button displays the photos you have taken and allows you to 
manage them. 

9. Focus mode selector (on the side of the camera) selects manual focus 
(M), autofocus single (AF-S) or autofocus continuous (AF-C). 

10. Delete button deletes selected images in playback mode. In shooting 
mode it acts as one of the 7 function buttons and is programmed to let you 
select a metering mode.

11. WiFi/Fn button is used to connect to an iPhone, tablet or other net-
work. Using the free Fujifilm Camera Remote app it lets you use your phone 
or tablet as a wireless remote control for the camera. It can also be repro-
grammed as a function button.

12. Command dial moves the highlight around menus, scrolls through 
settings on the Quick menu. Pressing it like a button enlarges the active 
focus area during shooting and selects manual focus modes—STANDARD, 
DIGITAL SPLIT IMAGE or FOCUS PEAK HIGHLIGHT. In playback mode it 
zooms images.

13. AEL/AFL button locks focus or exposure so you can take your finger 
off the shutter button. In manual focus mode you can use this button for 
back button autofocus.

14. Q button displays and hides the Quick menu used to quickly change 
camera settings. On this menu you can also save seven different sets of set-
tings in what are called “setting banks”.

The selector has points 
you press to move a 
menu highlight up, 
right, down or left. The 
MENU button in the 
middle displays the 
shooting menu and the 
same button is used to 
confirm selections in 
menus.
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topic 1–5. using dials and Buttons

15. Selector has four points and a MENU/OK button in the middle. The 
four points are used to move a highlight to select items and to also serve the 
purpose of function buttons. When MENU/OK is held down until an ON or 
OFF icon is displayed it locks and unlocks the selector and Q button. When 
you press and release MENU/OK a menu is displayed. Which menu it is de-
pends of whether you are in shooting or playback mode.

16. DISP/BACK button backs you up in menus and closes the menu.

FronT oF cAmerA

17. Viewfinder mode lever, when pressed to the right toward the shutter 
button, switches the viewfinder between optical (OVF) and electronic (EVF). 
When pressed to the left with the optical viewfinder selected, it displays the 
electronic rangefinder —(a small electronic window that shows the focus 
area).

18. Aperture ring on the lens is used to select an aperture setting to control 
how depth of field is captured. Used in conjunction with the shutter speed 
dial to set the camera to four shooting modes—program (P), shutter-priority 
(S), aperture-priority (A) , and manual (M).

19. Focus ring on the lens is used to manually focus when the Focus mode 
selector (9 above) is set to M (manual).
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Topic 1–6. uSing TABBed menuS

The X100T’s menus lists all of the shooting, playback and set-up settings that 
are not controlled by buttons, dials, and levers. Related menu commands 
are grouped together on tabs. Each tab belongs to a group—Shooting, Set-
up or Playback—and has a number such as Shooting 3 menu tab or Set-up 1 
menu tab. You display menus by pressing the MENU/OK button. When you 
do so the tabbed menu is displayed on the LCD monitor or in the viewfi nder, 
depending on how the VIEW MODE is set.

• Shooting menu tabs, of which there are 5, are displayed when the camera 
is in any shooting mode. Many of these settings affect the quality of your im-
ages.

• Set-up menu tabs, of which there are 3, are displayed in Shooting and 
Playback modes and generally do not affect image quality. 

• Playback menu tabs, of which there are 3, are displayed when you press 
MENU/OK with the camera in playback mode (the arrowhead icon) and list 
commands you use to view and manage images. 

UsInG tABBeD MenUs
• To display the menu press MENU/OK. There are three columns on each 

tab—the tab number, the command, and the current setting.

• To display the menu in the viewfi nder or on the LCD monitor press VIEW 
MODE.

• To move between a tab and commands, press the left and right point on 
the selector.

• To move up and down through tabs or commands press the up or down 
point on the selector. When you reach the fi rst or last tab or command in 
the group, the highlight wraps around to the fi rst or last command in the 
group. 

• To display options for a highlighted command, press the right point on 
the selector.

• To select the highlighted setting or option press MENU/OK. 

• To back up through previously selected menu settings press the DISP/
BACK button

• To hide the menu and immediately return to shooting mode, press the 
shutter halfway down.

reSeTTing All SeTTingS

Since changes to menu settings are often remembered, they can accumulate 
and cause problems with subsequent photos. If things don’t work the way you 
expect, you can use the RESET command on the Set-up 1 menu tab to reset 
shooting or set-up menus to their default settings.

Some settings are not reset including DATE/TIME, TIME DIFFERENCE, 
SHUTTER COUNT, custom white balance, wireless network and PC auto 
save options, and custom settings banks created using the Q menu or the 
EDIT/SAVE CUSTOM SETTING.

Tips
• some menu settings 
can be accessed by 
holding down a func-
tion button.

• Hold down DIsP/
BACK to change func-
tion key assignments.

• some menu com-
mands may be 
dimmed, indicating 
that they are not 
available. In many 
cases, another setting 
is preventing them 
from working. 

• Pressing MenU/oK 
will not display the 
menu unless you fi rst 
wake up the camera. 

• You can only scroll 
through commands 
in the current group 
such as shooting 
or set-up. to scroll 
through the com-
mands in a different 
group you fi rst have 
to select a tab in that 
group

Menus are arrange in 
a series of related tabs 
for—Shooting, Set-up 
and Playback
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topic 1–6. using taBBed menus

ResettInG sHootInG AnD set-UP MenU settInGs
1. Press MENU/OK and display the Set-up 1 menu tab.

2. Highlight RESET and press MENU/OK to display its choices and high-
light one of the following:

• SHOOTING MENU RESET to reset the shooting menu. 

• SET-UP RESET to reset the Set-up menu.

3. Press OK to display a prompt asking you to confirm the reset.

4. Highlight OK and press MENU/OK to display a prompt asking you to 
select a language. Do so and press MENU/OK.

The ShooTing menu

Settings on the Shooting menu’s 5 tabs normally have some effect on im-
age quality. These settings can be restored to their factory defaults using the 
SHOOTING MENU RESET command on the Set-up 1 menu tab.

CoMMand deSCription

AUtoFoCUs settInG Displays submenu of autofocus settings

Iso sets the Iso

IMAGe sIZe sets the image size and aspect ratio

IMAGe QUALItY selects JPeG and RAW image formats

DYnAMIC RAnGe Adjusts contrast

FILM sIMULAtIon selects look of film types

FILM sIMULAtIon BKt Creates images using up to 3 film types

nD FILteR turns neutral density filter on or off

CoLoR Adjusts color density

sHARPness sharpens or softens edges and lines

HIGHLIGHt tone Adjusts the brightness of highlights

sHADoW tone Adjusts the brightness of shadows

noIse ReDUCtIon Reduces noise from high Iso settings

LonG eXPosURe nR Reduces noise from long exposure times

WHIte BALAnCe sets and creates white balance settings

seLeCt CUstoM settInG Recalls settings saved with eDIt/sAVe CUstoM 
settInG

eDIt/sAVe CUstoM settInG Creates and saves custom camera settings

FUnCtIon (Fn) settInG Assigns tasks to function buttons

DIsP. CUstoM settInG specifies information displayed on camera’s 
screens

ConVeRsIon Lens Adjusts settings for conversion lenses

MF AssIst selects manual focusing aides

ADVAnCeD FILteR specifies filter effects for JPeG images

InteRVAL tIMeR sHootInG Adjusts settings for interval timer

seLF-tIMeR turns self-timer on and off for 2 or 10 seconds

Ae/AF-LoCK MoDe specifies how AeL/AFL button works

Ae/AF-LoCK BUtton sets the button to lock exposure, focus or both

PHotoMetRY specifies type of exposure metering
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CoMMand deSCription

InteRLoCK sPot Ae & FoCUs 
AReA

Links spot metering and focus area

ReD eYe ReMoVAL Reduces red-eye caused by flash when shooting 
with Intelligent Face Detection

sAVe oRG IMAGe saves unprocessed copies of pictures taken using 
red-eye removal

FLAsH MoDe specifies flash modes

FLAsH CoMPensAtIon Lightens or darkens flash images

sHUtteR tYPe selects mechanical, electronic or both shutters

MoVIe set-UP Displays submenu of movie settings

WIReLess CoMMUnICAtIon Wirelessly connects to smart phone or tablet

The SeT-up menu

Settings on the Set-up menu’s 3 tabs generally affect the camera’s operation 
and not image quality. These settings can be restored to their factory defaults 
using the SETUP RESET command on the Set-up 1 menu tab.

CoMMand deSCription

DAte/tIMe sets camera’s calendar and clock

tIMe DIFFeRenCe sets home and away times

LAnGUAGe specifies language in menus and settings

Reset Resets changes made through shooting and set-
up menus

sILent MoDe turns off speaker, flash, and AF illuminator

FRAMe no. specifies if image numbers continue or reset 
when you change memory cards

FoCUs RInG Reverses direction of focus ring rotation

FoCUs CHeCK enlarges focus area when you turn focus ring

soUnD set-UP Adjusts sound setting

sCReen set-UP Displays submenu of display settings

seLeCtoR BUtton settInG specifies roles played by selector points

eDIt/sAVe QUICK MenU specifies items in the quick menu

PoWeR MAnAGeMent Adjusts power management settings

sHUtteR CoUnt Approximate times shutter has been released

eDIt FILe nAMe Replaces the default file name prefix

WIReLess settInGs Adjusts settings for connection to wireless net-
works.

PC AUto sAVe settInG specifies an upload destination

GeotAGGInG set-UP View location data downloaded from a smart-
phone and assign it to photos

instax PRInteR ConneCtIon 
settInG

Connects to a FUJIFILM instax sHARe printer

CoLoR sPACe select sRGB or AdobeRGB color spaces

FoRMAt Prepares a memory card for your camera
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topic 1–7. using the Quick menu

Topic 1–7. uSing The Quick menu

If there is a particular combination of settings you use frequently, you can 
store them in what Fuji calls a “setting bank” on the Quick menu. The bank 
displayed when you press the Q button is called BASE but there are 7 custom 
banks, C1–C7, so you can have seven different groups of settings. When you 
first begin, all banks have the same settings so it doesn’t matter which you 
choose. To make them useful you change the settings on one or more of them 
for specific situations. For example, you can set one bank’s settings to cap-
ture macro subjects and one to capture action shots, then use any of the other 
banks to store settings you like to use in other situations. Later, when you 
want to use that same group of settings again you display the Quick menu 
and select the bank where you stored them.

The way you press or hold down the Q button determines what changes you 
can make to the Quick menu and its 7 setting banks. The three ways to use 
this button are as follows.

Q Button FunCtionS You Can perForM

1. Press Q and release • View the Quick menu
• temporarily change current BAse settings 
• select custom setting banks 1–7

2. Press Q and release to display 
Quick menu then hold down Q 
(You can also use the shooting 3 
menu tab’s eDIt/sAVe CUstoM 
settInG).

• select a setting bank 1–7
• save current camera settings to the se-
lected setting bank
• Adjust current default settings in bank
• Reset bank to factory defaults

3. Hold down Q when Quick menu 
isn’t displayed

• Replace one Quick menu setting with an-
other
• Delete menu settings and their icons from 
the Quick menu and all 7 setting banks.

underSTAnding BASe And SeTTing BAnkS

When you press the Q button to display the Quick menu, the icon selected in 
the upper left corner of the screen reads BASE and a prompt at the top of the 
screen reads SELECT CUSTOM SETTING but this prompt will change as you 
select other icons. 

The Quick menu 
displays icons for 15 
settings, any of which 
you can select and 
change by turning 
the command dial. 
The current settings 
are displayed on the 
icons and when you 
select one, its name is 
displayed at the top of 
the screen.

BASE is the setting bank where the camera stores your most recent settings, 
including those you make on the Shooting menu or function buttons. When 
you take a picture, it is these settings that the camera uses. You can adjust 
these settings using the camera’s tabbed menus, but they have been brought 

Tips
• the Quick menu 
cannot be used to 
adjust custom white 
balance, choose a 
color temperature, 
or adjust settings for 
auto Iso. to change 
these settings use 
a function button or 
menu command.

• to select one of 
the 7 custom setting 
banks directly, display 
the shooting 3 menu 
tab, select seLeCt 
CUstoM settInG 
and then select the 
setting bank you want 
to use.

• Instead of chang-
ing settings on the 
Quick menu you can 
change them using 
the shooting menu or 
buttons.

• Planning your set-
ting banks can be 
confusing. to help you 
get things organized, 
worksheets are pro-
vided in topic 1–13.

• Pressing Q only dis-
plays the Quick menu 
when the camera is 
awake.

Tips
When using the Quick 
menu the only con-
trols you use are:

• Points on the selec-
tor 
• Command dial 
• MenU/oK 
• DIsP/BACK
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together on the Quick menu to make changing them easier. All you have to do 
is press points on the selector to highlight one of the settings and then turn 
the command dial to scroll through its options. Any changes you make when 
the BASE bank is displayed remain changed until you change them again or 
switch to one of the 7 custom setting banks by selecting BASE and turning the 
command dial. If you do switch banks, the settings on the new bank replace 
any settings on the BASE bank since they are the most recently selected set-
tings. Setting made on tabbed menus are also carried to BASE.

Things get a little more confusing when you select one of the 7 custom setting 
banks C1–C7 and change a setting there.

• If a setting icon, such as ISO, displays a red dot as you change it, it means 
that setting will not be saved in the selected setting bank. Instead it will 
be transferred to BASE and returned to the default setting in the setting 
bank where you changed it. The dot disappears after the setting has been 
transferred.

• If the setting, such as IMAGE QUALITY, does not display a red dot when 
you change it, it is one of the five universal setting that will affect all 7 set-
ting banks and BASE. These universal settings (see Tips to the left) have to 
be the same in all banks.

Let’s look at an example. (Try this with your own camera as you read along). 

1. Press the Q button to display the Quick menu and turn the command dial 
to select bank C2.

2. Change the ISO from 200 to 6400 and as you do so a red dot is displayed 
to indicate the setting will be transferred to BASE.

3. Change IMAGE QUALITY from FINE to RAW+F and as you do so no red 
dot is displayed indicating it is a universal setting and will change in BASE 
and all 7 setting banks. 

4. Press DISP/BACK to hide the Quick menu. 

5. Press Q to return to the Quick menu and BASE is displayed with the ISO 
changed to 6400 and the image quality to RAW+F. 

6. Display bank C2, where you made the changes, and you’ll see it has re-
turned to it’s default setting of ISO 200 and the IMAGE QUALITY remains 
changed to RAW+F.

1. AdjuSTing SeTTingS

The primary purpose of the Quick menu is to make it easy to temporarily 
adjust settings that have been previously set. Here is how:

ADJUstInG settInGs
1. Press Q to display the Quick menu and the BASE setting bank.

2. To select one of the 7 setting banks press points on the selector to high-
light BASE, then turn the command dial.

3. To adjust a setting in the current setting bank, press points on the 
selector to highlight it then turn the command dial. A settings name is 
displayed at the top of the screen when you select it and its actual setting 
is indicated in it’s icon.

4. When finished, press the shutter button halfway down or press Q, 
MENU/OK, or DISP/BACK button to close the Quick menu.

tIPs
• the 5 universal 
settings that change 
in all banks when 
changed in one are:

IMAGe QUALItY 
IMAGe sIZe 
LCD BRIGHtness 
FLAsH MoDe 
AF MoDe

When you change 
these on the Quick 
menu you do not see 
a red dot displayed on 
their icon.

tIPs
• When you adjust 
settings using the 
menu or custom 
setting banks C1–C7 
the adjustments are 
immediately carried 
to the BAse setting 
bank.

• to select a set-
ting bank from the 
tabbed menu display 
the shooting 3 menu 
tab, highlight seLeCt 
CUstoM settInG 
and then select the 
desired bank.

• If you change a 
setting on the Quick 
menu that affects 
another setting, the 
affected settings is 
displayed in yellow 
and reset if neces-
sary. For example, 
if you set the Iso 
to h51200 and then 
change the IMAGe 
QUALItY to RAW, the 
Iso icon changes to 
yellow and the Iso 
changes to 6400.
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topic 1–7. using the Quick menu

2. AdjuSTing, chAnging And reSeTTing deFAulT SeTTingS

Changes you make to setting banks are only temporary. To make them your 
new defaults you need to change their settings on another screen. All 7 cus-
tom banks have the same settings when you begin but you can add, delete or 
change the settings on each at will. (During this procedure you can also select 
RESET to restore a bank’s factory default settings. One shortcut to creating 
a setting bank is the SAVE CURRENT SETTINGS command. To use this you 
first set up the camera the way you like it in a specific situation. You then save 
those settings to one of the custom setting banks.

ADJUstInG, CHAnGInG AnD ResettInG DeFAULt settInGs
1. Press and release the Q button to display the Quick Menu then hold 

down Q to display a list of the setting banks CUSTOM 1–7. (You can also 
select the Shooting 3 menu tab’s EDIT/SAVE CUSTOM SETTINGS).

2. Highlight one of the setting banks and press the right point on the selec-
tor to display a submenu of the settings you can adjust in that bank. (See 
the REPLACING SETTINGS box to the left.) Do one of the following:

• Select a camera setting you want to adjust and press the right point 
on the selector to display the range of available options. Highlight your 
choice and press MENU/OK to select it.

• Select RESET to restore the bank’s factory default settings.

• Select SAVE CURRENT SETTINGS to save the current camera settings 
to the current bank—replacing any already there.

3. Repeat Steps 2 to change other settings.

4. Press the DISP/BACK button and the prompt asks CUSTOM 1-7 SET 
OK?

5. Highlight OK and press MENU/OK.

6. Press DISP/BACK to close the menu then press Q to display the Quick 
menu with BASE highlighted. Turn the command dial to display the set-
ting bank you changed.

3. SpeciFying Quick menu choiceS

What if you often photograph weddings, or parties, or like photographing 
sports or cityscapes at night? It’s easy to create custom setting banks for 
these kinds of situations. When doing so, any settings you add, delete or 
replace affects all setting banks.

While hiking, I have 
one setting bank set to 
capture macro images 
and another set to 
capture action. I leave 
the camera set to the 
action settings as I 
hike so if I encounter 
something unexpected 
I have my best chance 
of capturing it. If I 
encounter a subject 
that is stationary, I can 
switch to the macro 
settings, or take time to 
change other settings.

RePLACInG 
settInGs

When changing one 
setting for another 
you have these 
choices:

sAVe CURRent set-
tInGs 
Iso 
DYnAMIC RAnGe) 
WHIte BALAnCe-
noIse ReDUCtIon 
FILM sIMULAtIon 
HIGHLIGHt tone 
sHADoW tone 
CoLoR 
sHARPness 
Reset
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QuiCK Menu deFault SettingS alternate SettingS

sAVe CURRent settInGs
Iso (200)
DYnAMIC RAnGe* (100)
WHIte BALAnCe* (Auto)
noIse ReDUCtIon (0)
IMAGe sIZe L/3:2
IMAGe QUALItY (FIne)
FILM sIMULAtIon* (stD)
HIGHLIGHt tone* (0)
sHADoW tone* (0)
CoLoR* (0)
sHARPness* (0)
seLF-tIMeR (oFF)
AF MoDe (AReA)
FLAsH MoDe (oFF)

FLAsH CoMPensAtIon
MF AssIst
MoVIe MoDe
MoVIe Iso
PHotoMetRY
MIC LeVeL ADJUstMent
sILent MoDe
eVF/LCD BRIGHtness (0)
eVF/LCD CoLoR
ADVAnCeD FILteR*
ConVeRsIon Lens
sHUtteR tYPe
nD FILteR
FACe DeteCtIon
none

There are 15 slots in each setting bank and 29 settings from which to choose, 
all listed in the table above. (Default settings are shown in parentheses). In 
this procedure you can also select NONE and press OK to remove the selected 
setting from the Quick menu and all setting banks. Since there are 15 settings 
on the Quick menu you may want to delete or replace those you will never 
use. For example, if you only shoot RAW images you can delete those marked 
with an asterisk *) in the table above. When shooting RAW these settings 
only affect the image’s preview and not the RAW image itself. If you shoot 
RAW+JPEG the settings will also affect the JPEG image.

sPeCIFYInG QUICK MenU CHoICes
1. With no menu on the screen hold down Q to display the 15 current set-

ting icons. (You can also display the Shooting 3 menu tab and select 
EDIT/SAVE CUSTOM SETTINGS).

2. Highlight the setting you want to change or delete and press OK to dis-
play settings you can replace the current ones with.

3. Highlight your choice (NONE deletes the setting) and press OK. 

4. Repeat Steps 2-3 to change or delete other settings.

5. Press MENU/BACK to hide the menu then press Q to display the Quick 
Menu. 

6. Highlight BASE and turn the command Dial to display the setting back 
you changed.

To restore settings and their icons that you have previously deleted, you can 
repeat the same steps you used to delete them or you can use the RESET 
command to reset Set-up menu commands as discussed in Topic 1–6. (The 
Reset the Shooting menu choice resets only the BASE. (Resetting the Shoot-
ing menu only resets the BASE settings).

tIPs
• When you selected 
a setting you are 
replacing or delet-
ing and press oK its 
Quick menu number 
is displayed at the top 
of the screen. Icons 
on the Quick menu 
are numbered 1–16 
from left to right, top 
to bottom. 

The position of each 
setting on the Quick 
menu is assigned a 
number 1–16 where 1 
is BASE and the others 
are counted from left to 
right, top to bottom. 
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topic 1–8. using Function Buttons

Topic 1–8. uSing FuncTion BuTTonS

You can assign frequently used settings to any of 7 function buttons. Two of 
these buttons are labeled Fn and the others are the Delete button and the 4 
points on the selector. When you press one of these buttons you execute the 
assigned command or display options from which you can choose. Altogether 
there are 25 settings from which you can chose for each of these buttons. All 7 
of them have been assigned defaults as shown in the following table.

FunCtion Button loCation deFault FunCtion

Fn1 top of camera—Fn MoVIe

Fn2 top point on selector MACRo

Fn3 Left point on selector FILM sIMULAtIon

Fn4 Right point on selector WHIte BALAnCe

Fn5 Down point on selector FoCUs AReA

Fn6 Delete button—trash can icon PHotoMetRY

Fn7 Back of camera—Wi-Fi WIReLess CoMMUnICAtIon

To change the function of any of the 7 function buttons you can hold down 
the button to display a list of settings or use the tabbed menu.

PRoGRAMMInG FUnCtIon BUttons

1. Do one of the following:

• Hold down one of the 7 function buttons to display a list of the func-
tions you can assign.

• Hold down the DISP/BACK button or display the Shooting 3 menu 
tab and select FUNCTION (Fn) SETTING. A setting screen is displayed 
listing function keys Fn1–Fn7. Press the selector up or down to highlight 
the desired button (its location will be shown on an image of the camera) 
and press the right point on the selector. 

2. Select any of the functions listed in the table below to replace the cur-
rent one and press MENU/OK (Select NONE to assign no function to the 
selected button).

3. If necessary, press DISP/BACK to hide the menu.

deFault SettingS alternate SettingS

Fn 1 MoVIe
Fn 2 MACRo
Fn 3 FILM sIMULAtIon
Fn 4 WHIte BALAnCe
Fn 5 FoCUs AReA
Fn 6 PHotoMetRY
Fn 7 WIReLess CoMMUnICAtIon

MULtIPLe eXPosURe
PReVIeW DePtH oF FIeLD
Iso
seLF-tIMeR
IMAGe sIZe
IMAGe QUALItY
DYnAMIC RAnGe
nD FILteR
CoRReCteD AF FRAMe
FLAsH MoDe
FLAsH CoMPensAtIon
seLeCt CUstoM settInG
FACe DeteCtIon
PReVIeW PIC. eFFeCt
HIGH PeRFoRMAnCe
RAW
ConVeRsIon Lens
sHUtteR tYPe
none

tIPs
• Planning your func-
tion button assign-
ments can be confus-
ing. to help you get 
things organized, 
worksheets are pro-
vided in topic 1–13.
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The Delete button icon.

Topic 1–9. mAnAging imAgeS in plAyBAck mode

When playing back your images you can scroll through them one at a time 
or by rows of up to 10 small thumbnails. Once you find an image you can 
magnify it, display information about it, or erase, rotate or protect it. To use 
playback mode you use buttons and menu commands

uSing plAyBAck mode BuTTonS

When viewing and managing your images, most of the commonly used proce-
dures are available on buttons and dials.

UsInG BUttons AnD DIALs In PLAYBACK
• To display playback, press the Playback button. The last image you shot or 

looked at will be displayed.

• To display images in the electronic viewfinder or LCD monitor, press the 
VIEW MODE button and Viewfinder mode lever. You cannot display im-
ages in the optical viewfinder. 

• To scroll through the images press points on the selector, hold a point 
down, or turn the focus ring on the lens.

• To zoom into and out of the focus point press the command dial in as if it 
were a button.

• To reduce images turn the command dial to the left. 

• To zoom in on the focus point press the command dial in like a button.

• To return an image to single full-frame view turn the command dial or 
press MENU/OK.

• To enlarge an image turn the command dial to the right. 

• To scroll around a an enlarged image press points on the selector. A small 
navigation window shows you the image area being displayed.

• To delete pictures press the Delete button when an image is displayed full 
frame and choose FRAME, SELECTED FRAMES or ALL FRAMES. The 
SPECIFIED images will be deleted from a memory card, but if no card is 
inserted they will be deleted from internal memory.

• To scroll through information about the selected image press the DISP/
BACK button. One screen displays a histogram discussed in Topic 2–17.

• To rate the current picture press DISP/BACK one or more times to dis-
play FAVORITES and then press the selector’s up point to select from 
zero to five stars. To view favorites use the IMAGE SEARCH command 
on the Playback menu.

uSing menuS in plAyBAck

Less frequently used commands are listed on the Playback menu. To use 
these menus you press the Playback button to switch to playback mode, then 
press the MENU/OK button to display the menu. Many of these procedures 
can also be done on your computer after you transfer the images.

The playback mode 
icon.

tIPs
• You can recover 
photos deleted by 
mistake provided you 
don’t first save other 
photos on the same 
card. one program 
you can use to do 
this is PhotoRescue at 
(http://www.datares-
cue.com/photores-
cue/) but you can find 
others by Googling 
“digital image recov-
ery”.

• Fuji refers to im-
ages as “frames”.
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topic 1–9. managing images in playBack mode

Menu Command Description

RAW ConVeRsIon Converts RAW images to JPeGs

eRAse Deletes images from the card or memory

CRoP Crops the selected image

ResIZe Creates a smaller copy of the selected image

PRoteCt Protects images from being inadvertently deleted

IMAGe RotAte Rotates images to the desired orientation

ReD eYe ReMoVAL Removes red-eye caused by a flash

sLIDe sHoW Displays images in the desired sequence

PHotoBooK AssIst Creates books of your photos

MARK FoR UPLoAD to selects photos for upload using MyFinePix studio
(Windows only).

IMAGe seARCH searches for images by various criteria

CoPY Makes a copy of the selected image

PRInt oRDeR (DPoF) specifies which images are to be printed

instax PRInteR PRInt Prints images on FUJIFILM instax sHARe printers

DIsP AsPeCt specifies how 3:2 images are displayed on tV

WIReLess CoMMUnICAtIon Wirelessly connects to a smartphone or tablet

PC AUto sAVe specifies an upload destination

plAyBAck on A Tv
To show your photos on a TV you need a TV with an HDMI cable connection 
and an HDMI cable no more than 4.9 feet (1.5 m) long. (The TV can only be 
used for playback, not shooting).

The DISP ASPECT setting on the Playback 3 menu tab lets you specify how 
High Definition (HD) devices display pictures with an aspect ratio of 3 : 2. 
(This option is available only when an HDMI cable is connected).

ConneCtInG to A tV set
1. Turn the camera off.

2. Insert the smaller micro HDMI end of the cable into the compartment 
on the right side of the camera. Insert the larger end into the HDMI con-
nector on the TV. 

3. Turn on the TV and set it’s input to the HDMI connector you used. 

4. Turn on the camera on and press the Playback button so the camera 
monitor turns off and pictures and movies are played back on the TV. To 
adjust volume use the television volume controls.

TrAnSFerring imAgeS

At some point you will probably want to move your images from the camera 
to a computer. The camera has a USB cable connection and software to do 
this but most experienced photographs just use their computer’s operating 
system that treats a memory card just like a hard drive. All that’s needed is 
an SD card slot in the computer or a card reader connected to a its USB port. 
You can then just drag and drop images just as you do other image files on a 
hard drive. 

tIPs
• You can’t select 
protected images to 
be erased, or erase 
them.

• Protected images 
are deleted with the 
Format command.

tIPs
• Just captured im-
ages can be briefly 
previewed immedi-
ately after capture. 
to do so select IMAGe 
DIsP on the sCReen 
set-UP setting on the 
set-up 2 menu tab 
and then select:

• ContInUoUs 
displays them until 
you press MenU/oK 
or press the shutter 
button halfway down. 
to zoom and unzoom 
the active focus point, 
press the command 
dial.

• 1.5 seC or 5 seC 
displays them for the 
specified time or until 
you press the shutter 
button halfway down.

• oFF (the default) 
does not display 
pictures. 
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http://www.photocourse.com/itext/boxcamera/

http://www.photocourse.com/itext/CCD/

Topic 1–10. how An imAge iS cApTured

Beginning with the very first, all cameras have been basically black boxes 
with a lens, an aperture, and a shutter. The big difference between traditional 
film cameras and digital cameras is how they capture the image. Instead of 
film, digital cameras use a solid-state device called an image sensor. In a few 
digital cameras the image sensor is a charge-coupled device (CCD), but in 
most, including the X100T, it’s a CMOS sensor. On the surface of these post-
age stamp-sized silicon chips are millions of photosensitive diodes, each of 
which captures a single pixel in the photograph to be. 

When you take a picture the shutter opens briefly and each pixel on the image 
sensor records the brightness of the light that falls on it by accumulating an 
electrical charge. The more light that hits a pixel, the higher the charge it re-
cords. Pixels capturing light from bright highlights in the scene will have high 
charges. Those capturing light from dark shadows will have low charges. 

After the shutter closes to end the exposure, the charge from each pixel is 
measured and converted into a digital number. This series of numbers is then 
used to reconstruct the image by setting the color and brightness of matching 
pixels on the screen or printed page.

It may be surprising, but pixels on an image sensor capture brightness, not 
color. They record the gray scale—a series of tones ranging from pure white 
to pure black. How the camera creates a color image from the brightness 
recorded by each pixel is an interesting story.

The gray scale, seen best in black and white photos, contains a range of tones 
from pure black to pure white.

When photography was first invented in the 1840s, it could only record black 
and white images. The search for color was a long and arduous process, and 
a lot of hand coloring went on in the interim (causing one photographer to 
comment “so you have to know how to paint after all!”). One major break-
through was James Clerk Maxwell’s 1860 discovery that color photographs 
could be created using black and white film and red, blue, and green filters. 
He had the photographer Thomas Sutton photograph a tartan ribbon three 

Click to see how all 
cameras are just dark 
boxes.

Click to see where the 
name “charge-coupled 
device” comes from.
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topic 1–10. how an image is captured

http://www.photocourse.com/itext/dots/

http://www.photocourse.com/itext/RGB/

http://www.photocourse.com/itext/compression/

http://www.photocourse.com/itext/pixelresolution/

http://www.photocourse.com/itext/CMYK/

Click to explore how 
red, green and blue can 
create full color images.

Click to see the effects 
of compression.

Click to explore how 
more pixels give 
sharper images.

Click to explore how 
cyan, magenta and 
yellow can also create 
full color images.

times, each time with a different color filter over the lens. The three black and 
white images were then projected onto a screen with three different projec-
tors, each equipped with the same color filter used to take the image being 
projected. When brought into alignment, the three images formed a full-color 
photograph. Over a century later, image sensors work much the same way.

Colors in a photographic image are usually based on the three primary colors 
red, green, and blue (RGB). This is called the additive color system because 
new colors are formed by mixing in other colors. This RGB system is used 
whenever light is projected to form colors as it is on the display monitor. 
Another color system uses cyan, magenta, yellow and black (CMYK) to create 
colors. This system is used in a few sensors and almost all printers since it’s 
the color system used with reflected light.

RGB uses additive colors. When 
all three are mixed in equal 
amounts they form white or any 
other tone on the gray scale. 
When red and green overlap 
they form yellow, and so on.

Since daylight is made up of red, green, and blue light; placing red, green, 
and blue filters over individual pixels on the image sensor can create color 
images just as they did for Maxwell in 1860. Using a process called inter-
polation, the camera computes the actual color of each pixel by combining 
the color it captured directly through its own filter with the other two colors 
captured by the pixels around it. How well it does this is affected in part by 
the image format, size, and compression you select.

Because the standard Bayer pattern (left) is so regular, the camera needs a 
low-pass filter to avoid moire in images. The problem is that this filter lowers 
resolution. The Fuji pattern (right) has a higher degree of randomness that 
reduces moiré without a low-pass filter so the sensor can capture the full 
unfiltered resolution.

Tips
• the X100t captures 
14-bit RAW images 
that have four times 
the brightness and 
color information 
captured in the 12-
bit formats used by 
many other cameras.

• the sensor in the 
X100t is an APs-C 
X-trans CMos II. 
It measures 0.92 x 
0.6 inches (23.6 x 
15.6mm.

Click to see how pixels 
are printed using dots of 
colored ink.
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Topic 1–11. SelecTing An ASpecT rATio & Size

The size of an image is determined by the number of pixels on the sensor 
used to capture an image. Both the image size and aspect ratio affect the size. 
The X100T lets you choose from three aspect ratios and 3 image sizes for 
each ratio—the largest being 4896 x 3264 in the 3:2 aspect ratio. Since good 
prints can be made using 200 pixels per inch you can calculate that from an 
image of this size you can make a good 24 x 16 inch print.

Size aSpeCt ratio pixel Count MegapixelS

L 3:2 4896 x 3264 16m

L 16:9 4896 x 2760 1.4m

L 1:1 3264 x 3264 11m

M 3:2 3456 x 2304 8M

M 16:9 3456 x 1944 7M

M 1:1 2304 x 2304 5M

s 3:2 2496 x 1664 4M

s 16:9 2496 x 1408 4M

s 1:1 1664 x 1664 3M

ASpecT rATioS

The aspect ratio is the relationship between the width and height of an im-
age. For example, 35mm film is 1.5 inches wide by 1 inch high so its aspect 
ratio is 1.5:1 referred to as 3:2 to eliminate the decimal. The X100T offers 
you a choice of three aspect ratios —16:9, 3:2 and 1:1. The 3:2 aspect ratio is 
the same as the image sensor and monitor. It also has the most pixels—up to 
4896 x 3264 so if you use this mode, all other aspect ratios and image sizes 
can be cropped out of your images. The only reason to change aspect ratios 
while shooting is because the viewfinder and monitor displays change to re-
flect the format you select so you can compose your images more accurately. 
When shooting RAW images the only aspect ratio you can use is 3:2.

Only 3:2 images 
fill the screen. The 
other formats, like 
this 16:9 image, 
are shown at the 
selected aspect 
ratio against a 
black background.

Tip
• 16:9 is ideal for 
display on HDtV sets 
and other devices 
that use the HDtV 
format.

• 3:2 is the same 
aspect ratio as 35mm 
film and is best for 
5 x 7 inch prints and 
postcards.

• 1:1 is the same 
format used by many 
medium format 
cameras such as the 
Hasselblad. It is also 
the standard aspect 
ratio for Instagram 
images.
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topic 1–11. selecting an aspect ratio & size

http://www.photocourse.com/itext/excel/printing.xls

http://www.photocourse.com/itext/pixelzoom/
Click to see the effects 
of pixelization as an 
image is enlarged.

Click for an Excel work 
sheet that converts 
pixels into print sizes.

Here are the aspect 
ratios of 3:2, 16:9 and 
1:1.

imAge SizeS

Image Sizes can be set to large (the default), medium and small and their 
aspect ratios can be set to 3:2 (the default), 1:1 or 16:9.

Here are the relative 
sizes of Large, medium 
and small images. Their 
size in pixels depends on 
which aspect ratio you 
have selected.

seLeCtInG IMAGe sIZes & AsPeCt RAtIos
1. Press the Q button to display the Quick menu. (You can also select IM-

AGE SIZE on the Shooting 1 menu tab).

2. Press points on the selector to highlight IMAGE SIZE. 

3. Turn the command dial to select an image size and aspect ratio.

4. Press DISP/BACK to close the menu.

Digital photographs are actually mosaics of millions of tiny squares called 
picture elements—or just pixels. Like the impressionists who painted won-
derful scenes with small dabs of paint, your computer and printer can use 
these tiny pixels to display or print photographs. To do so, the computer 
divides the screen or printed page into a grid of pixels. It then uses the values 
stored in the digital photograph to specify the brightness and color of each 
pixel in this grid—a form of painting by number. 

size Aspect 
Ratio

L 3:2

L 16:9

L 1:1

M 3:2

M 16:9

M 1:1

s 3:2

s 16:9

s 1:1

Tips
• If you select IMAGe 
sIZe on the shooting 
1 menu tab when you 
highlight a size its 
dimensions in pixels, 
its size in bytes, and 
the number that will 
fit on the current card 
are displayed on the 
bottom of the screen.

• the screen indi-
cates how many more 
images can be taken 
at the current size 
and quality settings.
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http://www.photocourse.com/itext/resolution/
Click here to explore 
the original meaning of 
“resolution”.

Any image that looks sharp and has smooth transitions in tones (top) is actually 
made up of millions of individual square pixels (bottom).

The quality of a digital image depends in part on the number of pixels used to 
create the image (sometimes referred to as resolution). At a given size, more 
pixels add detail and sharpen edges. However, there are always size limits. 
When you enlarge any digital image enough, the pixels begin to show—an 
effect called pixelization. This is not unlike traditional silver-based prints 
where grain begins to show when images are enlarged past a certain point. 

The term “resolution” has two meanings in photography. Originally it re-
ferred to the ability of a camera system to resolve pairs of fine lines such as 
those found on a test chart. In this usage it’s an indicator of sharpness, not 
image size. With the introduction of digital cameras the term began being 
used to indicate the number of pixels a camera could capture.

The size of a photograph is specified in one of two ways—by its dimensions in 
pixels or by the total number of pixels it contains. For example, the same im-
age can be said to have 4896 × 3264 pixels (where “×” is pronounced “by” as 
in “4896 by 3264”), or to contain 15,980,544 or 16 megapixels (4896 multi-
plied by 3264). 

Tip
• since image size 
and quality are uni-
versal settings they 
are the same in all 
7 setting banks. If 
you change them in 
one place you change 
them in all.

• Using function keys 
you can select image 
quality and size set-
tings.
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topic 1–12. selecting image Quality

http://www.photocourse.com/itext/RAW/

Topic 1–12. SelecTing imAge QuAliTy

The quality of an image depends in part on the number of pixels but also the 
format of the file and the amount of compression used to store it. Image qual-
ity on the X100T can be set to Fine or Normal JPEGS to be captured alone or 
combined with a RAW file. The default setting is for LARGE/FINE JPEGs but 
those may not be your best settings.

jpeg imAgeS

Images, by default, are stored in a format called JPEG after its developer, 
the Joint Photographic Experts Group and pronounced “jay-peg”. This file 
format not only compresses images, it also allows you to specify how much 
they are compressed. This is an occasionally useful feature because there is 
a trade-off between compression and image quality. Images in the fine mode 
are compressed less than those in the normal mode. Less compression gives 
you better images so you can make larger prints, but you can’t store as many 
images. Because you can squeeze more smaller and more compressed im-
ages onto a storage device, there may be times when you’ll want to switch to 
a smaller size and more compression, sacrificing quality for quantity. How-
ever, because you can’t add pixels later and retain image quality, or remove 
the effects of compression after the fact. Therefore, it’s usually best to use the 
largest available JPEG size and the least compression available. If you have to 
reduce either, you can do so later using a photo-editing program. If you shoot 
the image at a lower quality setting, you can never really improve it much or 
get a large, sharp print if you want one. The only drawback to this approach, 
and it’s a minor one, is that higher quality images have larger file sizes. (At 
the time this book is being written 32 Gigabyte SD cards can be purchased for 
$15 or so and can store approximately 1000 RAW images.

rAw imAgeS

In addition to JPEG images, the X100T also let’s you shoot images using a 
RAW format. These images are often better than JPEGs because they are not 
processed in the camera, but on your more powerful computer. These RAW 
files contain every bit of the captured image data, unlike JPEGs which are 
processed in the camera with some data then being discarded. RAW files are 
4896 x 3264 pixels in size and can be viewed, edited, and converted to other 
formats using most photo-editing software such as Photoshop or Lightroom 
or Fujifilm’s free RAW IMAGE CONVERTER that’s available free on their 
Web site. RAW images can be captured by themselves or with a companion 
fine or normal JPEG file. The later choice gives you an identical high quality 
RAW file and a smaller, more easily distributable file with the same name but 
a different extension—RAF vs JPG. If you select one of the RAW plus JPEG 
settings all shooting menu setting affect only the JPEG image and the RAW 
image’s attached preview image. The RAW file itself is affected only by ISO, 
focus, aperture and shutter speed.

proS And conS

When choosing between JPEG and RAW formats, here are some things to 
consider about each format.

• RAW lets you decide on most camera settings after you’ve taken the picture, 
not before. For example, when you shoot a JPEG image under fluorescent 
lights, the camera adjusts the image to remove the yellow-green tint. Any 

Click here to explore 
the differences between 
JPEG and RAW formats.

Tip
• Although many 
camera settings such 
as white balance or 
dynamic range affect 
only JPeG images 
they do affect a RAW 
file’s thumbnail and 
preview images. If 
you look at the RAW 
image in a photo-
editing program it will 
look like the settings 
had an affect, but 
they can be easily 
undone (called “zero-
ing out”.
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changes you make later are on top of this initial change. As one photographer 
put it, the changes have been baked into the cake, If you shoot an image in 
RAW format, the camera just captures the image as is and you decide later 
what white balance setting to use. 

• RAW images can be processed again at a later date when new and improved 
applications become available. Your original image isn’t permanently altered 
by today’s generation of photo-editing applications. 

• You can generate alternate versions of the same RAW image. For example, 
you can select different white balance settings and export each of these ver-
sions separately. 

• RAW images let your exposures be off by 1 or 2 stops in either direction and 
sill be correctable in a photo-editing program. If you adjust a JPEG image by 
two stops distracting artifacts appear in the image.

Admittedly, there are drawbacks to using RAW images. 

• RAW files are larger than JPEGs but not unreasonably so. 

• Since RAW images aren’t converted to a viewable format in the camera, you 
have to process them on the computer and export them in a usable format 
when you want to e-mail them, post them on a Web site, print them, or im-
port them into another program to create a slide show or publication. When 
you are done shooting for the day, there is still work to do. 

• RAW images can only be viewed and edited on a computer using a program 
such as Adobe’s Photoshop or Lightroom that supports the format. Since 
each camera company has defined its own proprietary RAW format and often 
changes it for new models, many operating systems and even photo-editing 
programs are unable to recognize some or all of these files—at least initially. 
For this reason camera manufacturers always supply a program to process 
RAW images along with their cameras—in the case of the X100T it’s the RAW 
FILE CONVERTER. One huge question is whether newer software will still 
open these files in a decade or two.

seLeCtInG IMAGe QUALItY
1. Press the Q button to display the Quick menu. (You can also select IM-

AGE QUALITY on the Shooting 1 menu tab).

2. Press points on the selector to highlight IMAGE QUALITY. 

3. Turn the command dial to select an image quality.

4. Press DISP/BACK to close the menu.

working wiTh rAw imAgeS

RAW images are never used directly and in that respect are much like nega-
tives in film photography. You can view and edit them but to use or share 
them you need to export them in a more universal format, usually JPEG. 
There are ways you can view, edit or export your RAW files both in-camera 
and on the computer. The original image data are unaffected, allowing a 
single RAW image to be processed in a multitude of different ways.

• You can make JPEG copies of RAW images using the RAW CONVERSION 
option on the Playback menu.

Tips
• RAW image quality 
is not available with 
extended Iso sensi-
tivity.

• L (100) is reset 
to Iso 200 and 
h51200, h5600, and 
h12800 are reset 
to Iso 6400 when 
RAW, FIne+RAW, 
or noRMAL+RAW is 
selected for image 
quality.

QualitY ChoiCeS

FIne

noRMAL

FIne+RAW

noRMAL+RAW

RAW

Tip
• since image size 
and quality are uni-
versal settings they 
are the same on all 
7 setting banks. If 
you change them in 
one place you change 
them in all.

• Using function keys 
you can select image 
quality and size set-
tings.
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topic 1–12. selecting image Quality

CReAte JPeG CoPIes oF RAW IMAGes
1. Display the desired picture in Playback mode.

2. Press MENU to display the Playback menu, highlight RAW CONVER-
SION and press MENU/OK to display RAW conversion options. (These 
options can also be displayed by pressing the Q button during playback 
when a RAW image is selected.

3. Select any of the following settings and adjust them:

Setting deSCription

ReFLeCt sHootInG ConD. Create copy using settings in effect when captured

PUsH/PULL PRoCessInG Adjust exposure by −1 eV to +3 eV

DYnAMIC RAnGe enhance details in highlights

FILM sIMULAtIon simulate selected film type

WHIte BALAnCe Adjust white balance

WB sHIFt Fine tune white balance

CoLoR Adjust color density

sHARPness sharpen edges 

HIGHLIGHt tone enhance highlight details

sHADoW tone Adjust shadows

noIse ReDUCtIon Reduce noise in image

CoLoR sPACe select color space sRGB or AdobeRGB

• RAW images can be viewed and edited using the RAW FILE CONVERTER 
software available free on Fujifilm’s Web site. (Google’s free Picasa also sup-
ports Fuji’s RAW files.

The RAW FILE CONVERTER.

The FuncTion BuTTonS

To toggle RAW image quality on or off for a single shot, assign RAW to a 
function button. Here is how it works with various image quality settings:

iMage QualitY preSSing FunCtion Button teMporarilY SeleCtS

JPeG the equivalent JPeG+RAW setting

JPeG+RAW the equivalent JPeG option

RAW FIne

Tips
• the CoLoR sPACe 
setting on the set-up 
3 menu tab lets you 
select a color space 
that determines the 
range of colors (gam-
ut) in your images. 
Most monitors are 
calibrated for sRGB so 
that is the best choice 
if you mainly post im-
ages on the Internet. 
the optional color 
space, AdobeRGB 
has a wider gamut, 
designed for printing, 
but may display badly 
on a screen. 
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Topic 1–13. cuSTomizing your cAmerA—workSheeTS

Since creating setting banks and assigning tasks to function buttons takes a 
little effort, it helps to plan ahead and keep a record of your settings. 

Quick menu SeTTing BAnkS

The camera has room for 7 custom setting banks so you will need a copy of 
this worksheet for each bank you plan on changing. To plan a setting bank:

1. Check off the 16 settings you want to assign in the √ column. The settings 
marked with an asterisk have no effect on RAW images so if you shoot RAW 
you can delete those settings to make room for others.

2. Write the name of each setting in one of the 15 spaces 2–16 in the “New 
Settings“ column (BASE is 1 and can’t be changed directly). 

3. Refer to the box SPECIFYING QUICK MENU CHOICES in Topic 1–7 for 
instructions on assigning the settings

# QuiCK Menu SettingS √ new SettingS

1 BAse Assigned automatically

2 Iso (200)

3 DYnAMIC RAnGe* (100)

4 WHIte BALAnCe* (Auto)

5 noIse ReDUCtIon (0)

6 IMAGe sIZe L/3:2

7 IMAGe QUALItY (FIne)

8 FILM sIMULAtIon* (stD)

9 HIGHLIGHt tone* (0)

10 sHADoW tone* (0)

11 CoLoR* (0)

12 sHARPness (0)

13 seLF-tIMeR (oFF)

14 AF MoDe (AReA)

15 FLAsH MoDe (oFF)

16 eVF/LCD BRIGHtness (0)

A
d

d
it
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n
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s
e
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s

FLAsH CoMPensAtIon
notes

Write in the setting Bank number that 
these settings are for and describe the 
situations in which they will be used.

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

MF AssIst

MoVIe MoDe

MoVIe Iso

PHotoMetRY

MIC LeVeL ADJUstMent

sILent MoDe

eVF/LCD CoLoR

ADVAnCeD FILteR*

ConVeRsIon Lens

sHUtteR tYPe

nD FILteR

FACe DeteCtIon

Tips
• How to customize 
and use the Quick 
menu is discussed in 
detail in topic 1–7.

• How to assign tasks 
to function buttons 
is discussed in topic 
1–8.

• Any settings you 
delete from the Quick 
menu or function but-
tons remain available 
through the tabbed 
menus so it just takes 
a few more steps to 
select them.

The position of each 
setting on the Quick 
menu is assigned a 
number 1–16 where 1 
is BASE and the others 
are counted from left to 
right, top to bottom. 
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topic 1–13. customizing your camera—worksheets

FuncTion BuTTon SeTTingS

The seven function buttons should be assigned tasks you perform most fre-
quently. Those settings marked with asterisks have no effect on RAW images 
so can be reassigned if you usually shoot RAW only.

1. Write in the new tasks for each button to be changed in the “New Assign-
ments” column in the table below.

2. Refer to the PROGRAMMING FUNCTION BUTTONS box in Topic 1–8 for 
instructions on assigning the settings

# deFault aSSignMentS new aSSignMentS loCation on CaMera

Fn 1 MoVIe top of camera—Fn

Fn 2 MACRo Up point on selector

Fn 3 FILM sIMULAtIon* Left point on selector

Fn 4 WHIte BALAnCe* Right point on selector

Fn 5 FoCUs AReA Down point on selector

Fn 6 PHotoMetRY Delete button—trash can icon

Fn 7 WIReLess CoMMUnICAtIon Back of camera—WiFi

A
d

d
it

io
n

a
l 

s
e

tt
in

g
s

MULtIPLe eXPosURe

notes

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

PReVIeW DePtH oF FIeLD

Iso

seLF-tIMeR

IMAGe sIZe

IMAGe QUALItY

DYnAMIC RAnGe*

nD FILteR

CoRReCteD AF FRAMe

FLAsH MoDe

FLAsH CoMPensAtIon

seLeCt CUstoM settInG

FACe DeteCtIon

PReVIeW PIC. eFFeCt* ?

HIGH PeRFoRMAnCe

RAW

ConVeRsIon Lens

sHUtteR tYPe

none


